Tree Care Technician position in DSM Area

Trinity Tree Care is based out of Waukee, Iowa and operates in Des Moines and the surrounding suburbs.

Trinity Tree Care completes projects via both climbing and operating a bucket truck, both removals and trimming. The vast majority of our clients are homeowners and many hear about us via word-of-mouth.

The position is often physically demanding and requires the operation of a small dump truck with manual transmission. The operator must maneuver the truck and often back the chipper trailer into position for effective work. The applicant would also handle the ropes while conducting log/branch rigging operations and will operate chainsaws and the chipper.

Will Ekwall, ISU Forestry grad and the owner, is a good teacher, but is especially interested in someone who has tree work experience.

Applicants can send their resume and a cover letter to TrinityTreeCare@hotmail.com

Will Ekwall, 515-556-1377

You can see examples of our work on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Trinitytreecare/